In this note we study a certain class of groups w for which the homotopy classification of (rr, m)-complexes is independent of the fc-invariant for small m.
e 77m (7)).It is known from [7] that X and Y have the same homotopy type iff
U(X) a U(Y).
We say that the homotopy tree HT(tr, m) is independent of the k-invariant if any two (77, w)-complexes X and Y having ^-isomorphic (9 E Aut 77) mhomotopy modules have the same homotopy type.
1.1. Theorem. If the classifying ring R{tt, m) is trivial, then the homotopy tree HT{it, m) is independent of the k-invariant.
Proof. For the proof we use the following result of S. Eilenberg and S. Mac Lane: for any (77, w)-complexes X, Y such that {0,(3): U{X) ss 11 (7) there exists a map/: X -> Y realizing (9, B) in the sense that/1# = 9 andfm# = 8.
The theorem is clear if R(tt,m) = 0. Now suppose that Hm+x(tr,trm(X)) = Zasa ring. Now B+x ° 9*(I) = ±1 because B+l ° 9* is an isomorphism Z ^> Z. Thus, as k(X) and k(Y) must be units in Z, one of {9,±B): (tt,ttm(X),k(X)) -» {tt,ttm{Y),±9*'xoB^{k{X)))
is an isomorphism IT.(A') -» TL{Y). This completes (1.1).
We now consider a class of groups 9" (1 < n < 00). A group G has property "3"1 if 77'(G; ZG) = 0 for 0 < i < n. This is a rather large class. For example, any finite group has 9X; finitely generated abelian groups of rank n have 9" {n > 1) [2, Proposition 3.1]. Also, duality groups of cohomological dimension n have 9" [1] , [2] , [6] . In §2, we study a restricted class 6 which is closed under extensions. From this we see that infinite polycyclic groups having Hirsch number n are ^"-groups.
1.2. Theorem. Let n be an integer > 4. Let tt be an infinite group satisfying 9" and let m + 1 < n. Then the classifying ring R{tr, m) is infinite cyclic.
Let £{X, Y) denote the set of homotopy classes of homotopy equivalences X -> Y; i{X) = £{X,X) the self-equivalence group of X.
Corollary.
Under the above hypotheses, let X, Y be two {tt, rri)-complexes having the same homotopy type. Then (i) i(X, Y) ss Iso(n(A'),n(y)) (set bijection),
(ii) f (X) = Aut(Il(A')) (group isomorphism). The isomorphisms are given by carrying (/: X -» Y) h-{f# : U{X) -> 11 (7)). It happens in some cases that 9u3(Af) is a group [3] . For example, if it is finite and M is Z ® Ztt (Z has the trivial module structure) then 9U2(Z © Ztt) is isomorphic to a quotient group of a subgroup of Pic(Zw). (ii) For tt a Poincare duality group of cohomological dimension n, (a)
follows from Theorem 2.3 of [2] and (b) from Lemma 2.3 of [1] . Now let G be the class of groups tt which are Q" for some n > 0. Q is not closed under sums (see [5, p. 138] ).
Proposition.
G is closed under extensions.
We say that a group G is a poly(C)-group if there exists a finite sequence of subgroups G = G0 < G, <| • • • < G"_, < G" = 1 such that each Gj/Gi+X is a frgroup (i = 0,... ,n -I).
Corollary.
Any poly (G)-group is a Q-group.
For example, any poly cyclic group is a (2"-group, where n is the Hirsch number of the group [1] . By 2.1, any poly (PD or finite) group is a <3-group; similarly for any poly (finitely generated abelian) group.
Proof of 2.2. Let 1 -> ttx -» G -> 7r2 -> 1 be an extension of a <2"-group trx by a C"-group tt2. Consider the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence with abutment H'(G;F) and £2-term E^ = Hp(tt2,H'!(ttx,F)) where Fis a free G-module. F is also a free vr,-module, so 
